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Singapore
Case Study

A software brand with a 30-year heritage, Quest saw
a change of ownership following its spin off from Dell
in November 2016. Now expanding its IT and Cloud
Management portfolio solutions as a separate entity, the
company wanted a fresh, consistent look across all its
global offices, punctuated by the local flavour of each
location.

Haworth brought together a range of efficient workspace
solutions to meet the business’ vision, delivering
the furniture and tools to support its employees and
community of fiercely loyal customers and partners. In
Quest’s Singapore office, this included HAT Element desks
across a 39K square foot space to accommodate 150 sales,
managerial and regional executive professionals.

Furniture elements from the friendly, sustainable and smart
Very family – Very task and side chairs and side stools –
created a uniform look in keeping with Quest’s unique
brand identity while enhancing collaboration between
employees and clients. Haworth also installed Gong
tables and the colourful, playful shapes and unexpected
proportions of the SE04 Lounge for public areas, lounges,
huddle spaces, and meeting places.

Other elements included Haworth M Series for a unified
aesthetic and appeal; inviting and approachable Chick Pouf
lounge chairs in break out areas, and flexible AP Planes to
foster brainstorming and ideas. Now Quest offices from
Austin, Texas to Bangalore, India sport a unified, consistent
look that instantly communicates volumes about their
innovative business philosophy.

“The final handover went smoothly,” said CBRE.
“Haworth worked hard to match Quest’s colour palette
– including revising colour combinations to take into
account our brand’s tricky orange shade within a single
day. The team was strongly committed to the project’s
overall success and was highly responsive – including
lightning fast responses from the team in the wee
hours! On a whole, it was a positive experience and we
genuinely appreciate all Haworth’s assistance.”
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